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TRAYS MAGNETS

BOX
So much more than just a box! First ever 

magnetic marker and eraser holder for your 

Glassboard.

CURVE
Curvalicious and functional! Markers on top, eraser 

below. Apply anywhere to a Glassboard with 

removable adhesive.

HOOK
Cradle markers, hang concepts or line them up 

to form your own design for hours (ok minutes) 

of entertainment. 

T
Clean and classic. Get yours in a 12" section or full 

length to span your entire Glassboard.

GLASS
An original, and still going strong. Complement 

your Glassboard with a Glass Marker Tray.

CYLINDER
Don't try to stick this round magnet in a square 

hole, place it on your Magnetic Glassboard to 

hold notes!

SQUARE
Keep track of those important notes on your 

Glassboard. Square packs the strength of 10 or more 

ordinary magnets.

LOOP
The new-school marker holder. Repositionable and 

minimal. Hold your favorite markers with Loop.
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Finish: 
anodized aluminum finish

Dimensions: 
6 ¾" tall x 1" deep x 3" wide

Installation: 
removable adhesive

Finish: 
¼” Clarus Glass

Dimensions: 
4" deep x 24" long, 
custom lengths available

Installation: 
easily onto wall with provided 
hardware

Finish:
anodized aluminum finish

Dimensions: 
2 ¾” deep x 12" long, 
custom lengths available

Installation: 
easily onto wall with provided 
hardware or Glassboard with 
removable adhesive

Finish:
soft gray

Dimensions: 
1 ¾" tall x 2 ¼" deep x 12" wide 

Installation:
magnetic or removable adhesive

Finish:
chrome

Dimensions: 
   " diameter x ½" long

sold in sets of three

Finish:
soft gray

Dimensions: 
1" wide x 1 ¼" tall

sold in sets of three

Finish:
soft gray

Dimensions:
   " wide x 1 ¼" tall

sold in sets of three

Finish:
soft gray

Dimensions:
1" x 1" 

set of three comes with all 
Magnetic Glassboards…or 
order more in sets of 3!


